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·speech class-help
for-those who would
rath·er die, ... or faint
by Joyce Herald
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

A bit of nervousness before giving a speech is a
natural response. But some people experience much
more than a case of the jitters.
One student said a pre-speech fear of making a
mistake and her frantically pounding heart contributed to her feeling petrified about giving a ·speech.
Since then, she and many other students have
been helped by a progressive program taught by Jeff
Butler of the Communication Department.
Butler teaches a unique section of SPC 1014 designed to deal with highly apprehensive speakers.
"I'm talking about people who have become physically ill before a speech. People who are legitimately
phobic about the course," he explained.
According to Butler, UCF began offering the
course three years ago.
He said the course came about partly as a result of
speech-apprehension research but also because of
Les lie Jorgensen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
general awareness on the part of the communication IT'S A KICK
Dean Fresonke practices Toe Kwon Do Ot a recent seminar put on the UCF Moo Duk Qwan club. The
department.
group will meet Friday at 7 p.m. in the multi-purpose room in the Gymnasium.
SEE SPEECH PAGE 5
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NO BONES ABOUT IT
Is it a biology specimen, or someone who just
ate at SAGA?

SPORTS
•A preview of Saturday
night's football game
against the Fightin'
Christians of Elon College. Also, the NCAA
Division II Football Poll.
See page 11.

-CONFETTI

•

He hangs out with
psychics, plays in his
own band and practices Comanche Indian
medicine. Oh, and he's
a UCF professor too.
See Confetti.

NEWS CLIPS
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OPINION

8

COMICS

9

CLASSIFIED
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SPORTS
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Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
• Full-Size Washer & Dryer • Paddle Fan
• Refrigerator
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Dishwasher
• Owner's Title Policy

Within walking distance from.UCF
Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedrooms with two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

.

'

• 3 points of the mortgage amount
towards closing costs
• lO~Year "Home Buyers
Warranty"
• Financ~g Available

•
UNIVERSITY BOULEVARDE

.

.

~~1<t-

LOKANATOSA TRAIL

HWY SO

.

United Parcel ·Service
.

•

.

Part-Time Positions. Available

I·.. · · ~'. :t.
..

·-·

.

..

.

'

United ..Parcel Service will be
accepting applications-for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
exce.llent pay - $8~00 an hour. .
Please sign .up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center: ADM Suite ·124. UPS is an
.equal opportunity empl·oyer. ·

•
•
•

Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
· wor~week. 3 to 5 hours per day.
•

' w

bySonnyLacey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Short-term loans are one
way that scholarship recipiep.ts can deal with delayed
a ward money before tuition fee
deadline.
Scholarship recipients
sometimes find themselves in
the dilemma of having to wait
weeks or months for their
money.
One legal alternative available to students with such a
predicament is a short-term
loan which can be obtained at
the Financial Aid office.
According to Financial Aid
employee Nate Van Ness, "A
lot of stud en ts take out these
loans to fill those scholarship
delay gaps."

The loans are for needs up to
$600. Students who use the
loans are charge a 1 percent
fee. It takes about one week to
receive a short-term loan.
Once a loan is received,
there is a 30- to 45-day payment time, and hopefully by
then, the awaited scholarship
will arrive.
"We are working on getting
a program where the loan can
be received in 24 hours," Van
Ness said. "We tried to get that
system for this fall, but it
didn't get set up in time. The
program will hopefully get in
place for the spring."
Another alternative, open
to members of the Cr.e dit Union, is to take out a 90-day
loan.
These loans carry a 14.9
percent interest rate.

Students not starving as much as previously thought
Staff Report

Research indicates that only 1.3
percent of female students and
0.1 percent of male stu_dents are
actually bulimics.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Reports of a bulimia epidemic among college-age
J,Vomen are inaccurate, according to a new study.
A 1981 survey at one college reported bulimia affected as many as 19 percent of the women on campus, and at least one popular magazine suggested
that half the women on campuses suffer from eating
disorders, according to a report in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
However, recent research conducted at the University of Pennsylvania indicates that only about 1.3
percent of female students and 0.1 percent Qf male
students actually fit the clinical diagnosis ofbulimia,
or binge-purge syndrome.
"What we found is that a very sign_ificant number
of people who respond to these surveys are those who

News clips r ~·: ·;:
•TRAVELAND STUDY

You can study and travel in
England or Italy next semester and earn UCF credit toward your major or electives.
The State University Systern sponsors study centers at
Florence and London, and students can choose among about
a dozen courses at either center. Schedules allow time for
travel.
Applications must be sent
in by Nov. l.
There will be an informational meeting Sept. 23 from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Student
- Center 214.
For further information
about the London Center see
Dr. Greenhaw in the Department of History or Dr. Donnelly in the Department of
,
English.
For further information
about the Florence Center, see
Dr. Flick in the Humanities
Department or Dr. Adick$ in
the English Department.
•WEIGHT LOSS

Learn to develop permanent weight loss techniques by
. finding out about the "Weight
No More" program at Florida
Hospital.

-University of Pennsylvania research
are interested in eating behaviors, and that that
group tends to overemphasize," said David E.
Schotte, an assistant professor of psychology at the
Chicago Medical School.
"For instance, many report that they fast frequently. On follow up, we found this to mean for some
that they skip breakfast occasionally."
"Others characterized an eating binge as eating a

large bag ofpotato chips while studying, while bulimics tend to consume thousands and thousands of
calories at one time, often in secret, followed by selfinduced vomiting," added Schotte, who co-authored
the Journal report with Dr. Albert Stunkard of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Stunkard said the most important factor the researchers used to differentiate between bulimia and
bulimic behavior was whether the respondents
purged their systems after eating-especially if a
laxative was used.
"That's where the great drop-off between our survey and others came."
College students, because of dating and status
pressures, may be more susceptible to eating disorders, according to the report.
But, said Schotte, "an occasional abnorinal eating
pattern or an obsession about such patterns is not the
same thing as a bulimia epidemic.~
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There will be a free introductory meeting Sept. 28 or 30
at 6:30 p.m. in Room 241 of the
Medical Plaza at Florida Hospital.
Class enrollees will meet for
nine more sessions beginning
the following week.
The cost for the complete
"Weight No More" program is
$140.
For more information, call
Corporate/Community Health
Services at 897-1700.
•SOLAR ENERGY

Students, home owners,
consumers and tourists can
catch a glimpse uftheir energy
future through a new audio
tour program at the Florida
Solar Energy Center in Cape
Canaveral.
The free "SunSpot Audio
Tour" guides visitors to· points
of interest at the Solar
Center's 10-acre complex.
Sites include futuristic solarpower~d prototype homes,
simple. and advanced solar
water heating systems, the
unique passive cooling laboratory, and a utility-type solar
power station.
Tour tapes and players are
available for checkout at the

reception desk Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
The Florida Solar Energy
Center is located at the south
entrance to Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station on State
Road 401.
•PALS

.

Central Florida Helpline
may have an answer.
A new 50-hour "How to be a
People Helper" training program will begin Oct. 6 and will
continue through Nov. 19.
The training will include
topics such as active listening
skills, crisis intervention, caring confrontation, and the
basic skills of counseling.
The training will be held at
Central Christian Church and
orientation will begin at 7:30
p.m.
Central Florida Helpline
invites any interested person,
church, and organization to
call 740-7408 for information
and a training brochure.

A state-wide parent group
to encourage the development
of Florida's brightest students
has recently been formed. The
non-profit organization is
called PALS-Parents for
Able Leamer Students.
Parentsofgiftedyoungsters
very often need special help
themselves in order to give the
most beneficial support to
their children's work in school •HYPERACTIVITY SEMINAR
and activities at home.
Hyperactivity in childrenPALS is open to anyone who what is it and what can be
wants to help advance the done? A free community semidevelopment of able learners. nar will be held Sept. 16 from 7
Formoreinformation, write p.m. to 9 p.m. at West Lake
to the state-wide office of Hospital.
PALS at3213 Burchfield Ave.,
Hyperactivity is one of the
Orlando 32812, or call 275- most common disorders seen
5942.
by child psychiatrists and is
estimated to affect three to five
•HELPLINE
percent of the primary school
Have you been confronted age population.
with problems youjust did not
It is a major contributor to
know how to handle?
learning failure and a source of

frustration and heartache to
family, teachers and the child,
but it can be treated effectively.
A panel of experts will provide an up-to-date review of
the approaches that have been
proven to be most effective.
For information and response call Marketing at 2601900, ext. 102. Seating is limited.
•ART FESTIVAL

The 21st Annual Osceola
Art Festival will be hosted by
the Kissimmee-St. Cloud Jaycees Sept. 26 and 27 at the
Lakefront in Kissimmee.
Categories are Oil and
Acrylic Painting, Water~olor
Painting, Graphics, Photograppy, Creative Crafts, Sculpture, Mixed Media, and Ceramies.
Entertainment will consist
of cloggers, folk singers, comedians, gymnastic groups, and
bands.
Follow US 17-92 to downtown Kissimmee, turn east on
Ruby Avenue four blocks to
Lake Tohopekaliga.
Free parking is available.
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Condoms invading candybar territory
chusetts Medical School in Worcester expressed
doubts condoms are fail-safe protection, if only beCOLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
cause they can become porous if exposed to heat or
light.
Still others worry the condom vending machines
This fall a seemingly endless string of campuses
effectively signal students that sexual promiscuity is
has added condoms to the candy bars, sodas, cigapermissible or advisable in the dorms.
rettes and other items students can buy in local
Conservative groups in particular argue colleges
vendlng machines. ·
.
should be telling students monogamy and sexual
Once confined to rural gas stations and sleazy
abstinence are the most effective ways to avoid AIDS.
bars, condom vending machines now can be found at
"We tell students abstinence is a choice, but not all
the universities of Minnesota, California at Santa
college students will choose abstinence," Pneuman
· Cruz, Bellevue Community College in Washington,
said. "We give them other options. Monogamy is
Cincinnati, Nebraska and Florida, among scores of
another. We'd like to see condoms available any time,
other campuses. ·
day or night, on campus to give students ~other
Dozens of others are busily debating the propriety
option."
of making the devices available.
At Cal-Santa Barbara, where "the reaction so far
The reason, the condom sponsors say, is to help
has been very positive," Roberts reported "some critcontrol the spread of AIDS (acquired immune defiics say, by installing the machines, we're promoting
ciency syndrome), the deadly disease transmitted
a certain lifestyle. But we argue that the health
through sexual intercourse or intravenous drug use.
implications
are too great to ignore."
The sponsors add the vending machines give stuTom Roberts,
"We've tried to do this without moral judgment.
dents anonymous, convenient 24-hour access to conUC-Santa Barbara Let's face it," he continued, "Sex goes on. To ignore it
doms, an important value because sexual encounters
is not dealing with reality. Is the option to let stuare often unplanned and spontaneous.
"We're an educational institution," explained Jane
Given the choice of asking a clerk at the dents die of AIDS? That doesn't cut it in my book." ·
"The machines are a good idea but they could be
Harris of Bellevue Community College. "We educate university's pharmacy for a condom or avoiding empeople about a lot of things, and one of those things is barrassment, many students opted not to buy con- vandalized," added UC-Irvine student Tim Johnson.
Yet at Santa Barbara, Mitzberg observed, "Vansexually transmitted diseases.~ Condom vending doms at all, he said.
.
dals haven't bothered them. In the age of AIDS,
machines were installed in men and women's
~I think it's a good idea," said University of New
restrooms in Bellevue's student center in May.
Mexico junior Steve Gray. "The more they're avail- nobody takes the discussion of safe-sex lightly."
School officials say it's too early to determine if
"People·often aren't thinking during the day about able, the more careful people will be. If there's anocondom dispensers have checked the rate of AIDS
what they'll be doing at night," said Dr. Linda Pneu- nymity, people are more apt to buy them."
man, a physician at the University of Colorado's
Still, "condom vending machines are not the only and other sexually transmitted diseases. "I can't give
student health cen~r, where the Colorado AIDS task answer," said Betty Newcomb of the University of you a precise scientific answer now," said Mitzberg.
"But there's no doubt in my mind that they will."
force has recommended installing vending machines. California-Irvine AIDS education committee.
"If just one person doesn't get AIDS as a result of
University of New Mexico health center Director
Some critics, in fact, say the condoms are not even
Dr. Olga Eaton believes "condoms are a very good a good answer.
those dispensers," said Roberts, "they will have done
way of preventing the spread of sexually transmitted
Last week, researchers at the University ofMassa- the job."
diseases."
UNM is toying with the idea of installing the
machines.
"Dispensers encourage people to ·use condoms,"
said Dr. Mark Mitzberg of the University of California-Santa Cruz student health center, where condom
machines were installed earlier this year. "The
machines serve as a reminder of safe sex."
"Some people feel very self-conscious about buying
this kind of product," explained Tom Roberts of the
University of California-Santa Barbara AIDS task
force.

by Mike O'Keeffe

"Some people feel very
self-conscious abqut buying this kind of product"

·Portable .radios are meant for
UCF Football!
Catch the Knights all season as John Curtis (play-by-play),
Scott Anez (color) and Marc Deitchman (field announcer)
bring.you all of the action!

Exclusively on
89.9 WUCF-FM!
· Your source for UCF sports.
•

FRESHMEN

KICKOFF MEETING
SEPT. 24 • 7:00 SCA
N
...

i

'

"Meet your Big Bro I Big Si·s"
us help you make this a gr~at se~ester"
"Let.
.
••

,.

.

Ad Paid For By S(udent Government

J

'
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When the Knights Win... You Win! .
UCF STUDENTS AND FA CUL TY MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIES FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

lfmb VIDEO RENTAL
•

•

~~~·· 11490 E. Colonial Dr.

Union Park
(next door to the Photography, Studio)
~----------------------1

•

.

SPEECH
FROM PAGE 1

Butler said the class, essentially the same as regular SPC
1014, teaches students the
fundamental elements of giving a good speech.
·
However, in addition to
skills training, two approaches that offer coping
strategies for speech anxieties
are taught.
One strategy; Butler ex-plained, attempts to cope with
feelings relating to negative
self-image.
The other strategy is a
learning and relaxation technique, he said. Butler emphasized, "It [the
class] is not there just to get
you through the course, it's
there to help. you deal with
nervousness.,,
Butler explained that the
need for polished communica-

-~litltlil''F

!·iltlliit~\..~. : ~;.: .•-~..~

SOURCE: Dr. Butler,
Prof. communications

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

tion skills increases with career advancement.
"We are trying to avoid stifling careers and lives that are
negatively affected by nervousness about communication," he said.
Butler said people who feel
they are much more nervous
than the average person

..

should enroll in the class.
To enroll you must meet
with Butler and take a test to
determine how much apprehension public speaking
causes you.
. "I think most people go
through it and come out better
able to cope with communication," Butler said.

LAWSUIT
FROM PAGE 1

See Jane type
own term

See Jane let us
type her term paper.

MEAT MART - UNION PARK
Quality Meats For Every Budget

That little "extra" may be all that stands between you and
an "A." Executive Services can give you that "extra." Let
us help you tum in the best paper you can. We offer word
processing, a laser printer (like the kind that printed this
ad)~ computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop Publishing. With Desktop Publishing you can combine text;
scanned pictures and graphics all on one page if you want.
=--.----' We also have a Harris/3M copy machine with color (red
S R
& blue) capabilities. We are located in the Holiday Inn
B ~ VICCenES
rightacrossfromUCF. Stopbyandletusshowyouwhat
usmess
t~
we can do for you!

HOLIDAY INN • UCF area
1212s High Tech Ave.
Orlando, FL
32s17. 249-1263

20°k OFF WITH STUDENT
QR FA C ULTY l.D.

Let us help you with your parties and picnics
Deli Items• Salad Items• Produce
We offer Special Cuts in small and large packages
Store Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9-7 PM• Sat. 9-6 PM• Sun. 11-5 PM

275-9692

...

TowER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

1''2mile west of Alafaya Trail 10376 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32817

evidence. They [the administration] just abandoned me."
"The university does not
want to hear about cheating. If
a kid gets caught smoking
marijuana, his ass is kicked
out."
DeWitt said that on the
other hand, if a student is
caught cheating and "he goes
to the dean, hat in hand, he is
usually forgiven."
He feels that in this day and
age, universities have to compete for students, and cheating
~ves an institution a bad
name.
DeWjtt said the problem
could be solved by giving a
student a warning the first
time he is caught cheating and
if it happens again, throwing
the student out of school.
"Cheating shouldn't be
morally acceptable," he said.

CHEATING
FROM PAGE 1

HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

International Calculator
Is Now Meeting ANY Discounted Price!
~P.l ~!~i!~6
HP-18C Business Consulant_ _ _ _ _
HP-12C
HP-41CV
HP-41CX
HP-71B
HP-llC
HP-15C
HP-28C Scientific Pro Calculator

$149.00
$79.24
$149.75
$217.14
$425.00
$52.38
$79.74
$199.95

among themselves and the
guilty party is penalized by
taking more semester hours
than necessary tQ graduate.
• A stricter faculty which
follows the c~rrect procedure
for handling cheating outlined
in the UCF catalog.
According to Rautenstrauch, "The bigger the class,
the easier it is to cheat." He
says professors who overlook
cheating encourage students
to c~eat .more.
He adds that students who
go through UCF cheating hurt
the school's reputation, be~
cause they earn a degree without having the knowledge to
back it up.
"People who cheat should
pay the piper," he said.

'

The Business ConsuliantA Whole New Idea In Calculators

NOW

f-

INTERNATIQNAL~al~~~~ter
2914 Corrinne Drive• Orlando, FL 898-0081

-4

.

Dorri' lake.)t)ur Organs lb tteaven
1-fea\.en Knows\\eNeed 1llem Here
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BOR getting rid of tuition
installment plan next year
by Paula Rodriguez
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

As of next semester, students will no longer be able to
pay their tuition in two installments.
The Tuition Installment
· Plan, authorized by the Board
of Regents, allowed students
to pay a portion of their tuition
fees on the due date and the
balance midway through the
semester.
· For the past five years, UCF
students have had the option
of using this plan.
According to Jerry Hor-

Name This UCF Student
and Win One Free
8x1 O Po rt r a it

THc ~HOTOGRA~HY ~TUOIO

. ·11488 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park

muth, manager of Student
Accounts, . the Board of Regents is forcing universities to
discontinue this program due
to a high non-pay rate.
Each semester, about 1,200
UCF students use the installment plan, and about 30 percent fail to pay by the end of the
term.

there will be an increase in the
funds available through the
short term loan program by
2 7 3
4 6 4 0
next semester. He added that
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
the short term loan program
will be automated next semes- hjjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiillliiiilli
ter, speeding up the time it
takes to get a loan.
Students who have already
signed up may use the install914's
ment plan this semester but
If tuitions are not paid, the need to make alternate plans
state will not give the univer- for next semester.
Information on short term
sity fundingfor these students'.
loans is available in the Finan3951 Forsyth Rd. B-31
credit hours ..
Hormuth said he regrets cial Aid office.
Winter Park, Florida
Students with questions
having to stop the program,
Ph. 305-657-1604
but other options will be avail- about tuition payment should
go to the Student Accounts
able for students.
•Clutch
Honda,
According to Hormuth, office in ADM 112.

'

-STUTTGART .MOTORS SHOP

Tennessee still battling with
al.cohol-on-campus issues

Bugs, Vans,

•Brakes
•Tune-up
•All Repairs

Rabbit, Sirocco,

Diesels, Audi

letic department decided to ban liquor from the
boxes.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
"The ·questions raised by students were legitimate," Johnson said. "Since the issues were
After a major controversy, the University of being raised, we decided we'd go back to where
Tennessee has decided to apply its no-drinking- we were."
on-campus rules to non-students, too.
Despite the ban on alcohol, all 42 of the sky
On Sept. 1, the school's athletic department boxes-which rent for $24,000 a year-have
reversed an earlier decision, and banned alco- been leased, Barnhart said. "We haven't had
hol from the expensive new stadium sky boxes any cancellations."
Allowing drinking in stadium sky boxes has
it leases to corporations and alumni.
Earlier this summer, as the luxury stadium become an issue on other campuses as well.
boxes were under construction, Tennessee offiLast week, the University of Arizona's recials said patrons would be allowed to store and gents debated-but failed to decide-whether
drink alcohol in the 42 sky boxes because they to let fans drink alcohol in the sky boxes to be
built at Arizona Stadium, where liquor is otherare considered leased property.
Except for a faculty club, they would be the wise banned.
And last fall The Traveller, the University of
only places on campus where people are allowed
to drink liquor, since the Board of Trustees Arkansas' student newspaper, published phobarred alcohol from the campus when the state tos of local liquor store employees carrying
boxes of alcohol up to stadium sky boxes, where
raised its minimum legal drinking age to 21.
"There was quite an uproar," Tennessee some fans apparently violated a stadium drinkStudent Government Association President ing prohibition.
But the issue tends to fade quickly in many
Rusty Gray said.
"A lot of people felt very unhappy about it. ph•s.
Get help with
In 1984, University of Florida students proThis is a dry campus. Alcohol is not allowed on
campus. All of a sudden there's a designated tested a decision to allow sey box renters to
Getting Ready for the CLAST
area for alcohol, and students felt like that was drink liquor despite a campus-wide prohibition.
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
unfair."
Now, however, "it's a moot point here," said
The
1987
edition includes Instruction and sample tests created
"This showed that they listened to what we student government leader Jeff Jonasen.
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
The reason, Florida Athletic Director Bill
had to say," Gray explained. "It was a good
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
Arnsbarger explained, is that the sky boxes are
decision."
Ask for It at your bookstore .
"The university felt like it was in its best "owned or rented by the individual," a status
interests to have a consistent policy on alcohol that apparently exempts the fans from the local
. , . H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
on campus,".said Tennessee Associate Athletic drinking regulations.
Director Mitch Barnhart.
Exempting people who can't afford sky i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "While the boxes were being leased," Tennes- boxes, Arnsbarger added, w.ould be impractical
see Executive Vice President Joe Johnson said, because "a guy going up and down selling beer
"alcohol came up. Since the sky boxes provide a would have to. ask everybody for an ID. It's ·
controlled environment, and is separate from obvious that would present a problem."
"It doesn't bother me," Jonasen said. "I don't
the rest of the stadium, we felt that what ever a
person does, as long as it's.legal and ethical, think there should be alcohol in the stadium.
should be a decision made by the person who The sky boxes are a controlled environment. It
leases the .box."
would be unsafe to have people drinking in the
When students objected and pressured the seats because they'd get rowdy and destructrustees to review the issue, Tennessee's ath- tive."
Staff Report

,•••,
has a
Tutorial Service
Program

FRESHMEN
FROM PAGE 3

grams, said Dr. Kenneth C.
Green of UCLA.
Students' increasing sophistication-and the dwin-

dling number of 18-yearolds-has forced colleges and
universities to adopt more
aggressive marketing techniques, Green said. Schools
have successfully maintained
enrollment levels by appealing
to older students and empha-

sizing graduate programs.
But the number of 18-yearolds will decline by 60 percent
between 1988 and 1995, he
added, forcing campuses to
recruit more creatively.
"The worst is yet to come,"
said Green.

Employment available for
tutors in all subjects.
For Application Stop By
Office
__________.

Rumors
are spreading
faster than
AIDS.

For the facts call your local Red Cross, or write:
AIDS

American Red Cross
Wdshington, DC 20006

American
RedCroes

Administration Building
Room 225

............................... .....
1

,

or call 275-2716

_.

Don'eTuke Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Knows\t\eNeed Them Here.

•
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SATURDAY
7:00
ORLANDO
CITRUS
BOWL

UCF
KNIGHTS

v.s.
ELON
COLLEGE

FREE TO STUDENTS WITH VALIDATED l.D.
AND SEASON PASS
•
.

.

Pick up your SEASON PASS at the Student Government Kiosk t~rough Friday
(Say hi to "Puff
The Dragon~' U.C.F.'s Official Mascot!)
I
.

i

I

•

•

FREE bus ride to game • Meet @ 5:30 P.M. in Student Cente_
r Parking Lot

Monster getting new
face~ but Jt's ~till ugly,
dirty and smelly
The cigarette industry is like an old, ugly monster.
At one time or another, most monsters aren't considered monsters at all. In fact, many of them are
handsome and popular in their youth. Such was the
case with cigarettes.
Not so long ago, a doctor might have recommended
that a person with nervous tendencies take up smoking. It was the rave of the rich and beautiful and the
Marlboro man, a symbol of the monster's myth, was
·
a figure to be envied.
Ah, but no monster can hide forever. Slowly, but
ever so surely, society came to know cigarettes for
what they really are: deadly and dirty.
That's right, we came to know that they were
d~adly first. That, of course, was not enough to deter
the average smoker and even though a portion of the
monster's scaly hide had been shown, the love affair
did not end and it rested peacefully.
But then, just when things seemed rosy, people
notice~ something else. You see, monsters live in
caves and breathe fire out their noses, and well, that
smells pretty bad. Cigarettes found themselves being
attacked by a new weapon. Because they were letting
off smoke all of the tim~, people started getting
annoyed. In short, the sword that struck the most
awesome blow to the cigarette monster was unpopularity. .
The monster is no longer fashionable. The rich and
beautiful wouldn't be seen with one hanging on their
lips anymore, and the monster is heading toward the
endangered species list.
·
But don't count it out yet, because like any other
monster, cigarettes are fighting back. The big crea~
tures hJJ.ve been hidden in their caves for years now,
plotting and planning, and they intend to emerge
shortly with a new image.
They call it the smokeless cigarette. That is, very
little smoke comes out of its end, and it drops no
ashes. Of course, all it wants is to be allowed back in to
the ranks of the socially acceptable.
But has this monster really cleaned-up its act? No.
Smokeless cigarettes are no less dangerous than
their ancestors, and the only change is that they will
kill without causing quite as much air pollution.
In fact, no reforms of any kind have been m.ade.
The monster's spokesmen said that they"don'taccept
the allegations that cigarette smoking is harmful."

.

.

Scientific research has a different opinion on that
one.
The case is simple. The monster is wounded, and
because it can no longer stand and fight; it has been
forced to ask its mortal enemies to nurse it back to
health.
We can only hope this latest guise is ignored; that
society will deal the beast a final blow and snuff-out
the smokeless cigarette.
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Reality is where you park your car
In three graduate courses in the first two weeks of
this fall's semester, comments were made about the
young freshman's views ofreality.
"It seems as if every student has his or her individual sense of what is true and what is false," said one
professor. "The attitude seems to be: If it works for
me, it's true."
There are two reasons I say bravo to this attitude,
and do so without care. First, if each student has this
feeling, this sense, this verity, he will not easily be
sucked into a cultural, or popular, fiction.
This previous generation, raised in the 1950s and
1960s, had a collective truth that centered around
leatherneck John Wayne leading his men onto the
beach, up the hill, or into the fire fight for freedom,
glory and the victory of capitalism over evil, godless
communism.
The-next time you see a paraplegic about 35 to 40
years old zapping his way across campus in his
wheelchair, stop him and ask him about his fight
against Charlie. If he's truthful, he still-15 years
later-won't be able to tell you why it happened.
If today's freshman was sucked in by the reality of
what that aged B-movie actor wanted to do in Nicaragua, I think w'e'd be in deep trouble.
Secondly, no matter what version of "reality" the
freshman espouses today, sooner or later he or she
will modify and change, due to the collective consciousness. We all do it, a little bit every day.
There are many ways of escaping the collective
consciousness (sometimes mistakenly called peer
group pressure), but not many of us tend to become
millionaires, or can get government grants through
four decades of study, or' win the lottery.
For most of us, things tend to happen to us that
bend our lives and shape our destinies. Most of the
freshman class wasn't planned, but happened beG
cause Mom forgot to mark a couple of days off her
calender, or Dad forgot to visit the drugstore. A lot of
us don't want to vote for either Ronald Reagan or
Walter Mondale, but don't know how to_write in a
candidate.
My cousin, Ricky, didn't plan a military career. He
went to Vietnam in 1969 a happy, chubby crew-cut
farm boy. After two years, most of which was spent
behind the enemy lines in something called counter. insurgency airborne ranger, he came back 40 pounds
lighter with solid white hair and the continual look of

•SKIPTHE CONCERT

pain around his eyeo. He broke down one night and
told me about killing civilians in a messed-up operation. It did not surprise me that he went back into the
service as a career officer. Guilt is something you
have or don't have, and if you have it, you either
justify it or you suffer psychoses.
The singular thing that bothers me about each
student having his own reality is this: when decisions
are made in this democratic society, there won't be
much heard from the individual. As scattered as we
were in the late 60s and early 70s, the ru:iti-war
movement knuckled down and obeyed their leaders
in order to bring the military-industrial complex to a
halt.
The military mmd, located in the highest stratum
of government and business, can always justify the
next war, whether it be called the Nicaragua War or
the Persian Gulf Conflict. You will hear about national security, the fight for freedom; you will not
hear about our need for oil, or to continue war material manufacturing.
Old men usually will want the next war, because
theydonothavetofightit. Youngfreshmen, listen to
your news, read your newspapers, and stay aware of
our leader'·s proclamations, for it is you that will have
to fight. It is your blood that will be shed. Go to the
movie Platoon and listen carefully to the sergeant
who says, when asked ifhe believes in the conflict by
young actor Sheen: "Maybe in 1966, I believed, but
now, I don't think so."
As for realicy, you are right to believe yours can be
different than most other people's reality; you are
right to find your own answers and to act upon them.
You are right, and you can do so, as long as the day is
sunny and the future looks bright.
Hut when the storm comes, and the rains pelt do_wn
upon you, you will find the essence of transcendental
truth as you gaze out the doorway of the college
building into the parking lot. Suddenly, you realize:
Reality is where you parked your car.
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consider it.
again, though, our hopes have
I'm sure the individuals on the been dashed
Editor:
Homecoming .committee must be
I would like·to propose that all
I want names! I could tolerate aware thatAir Supply is not going UCF students get up and leave
the Bus Boys, and I enjoyed the to draw many students to the just after our football team
Beach Boys-but who's respon- Homecoming game. It would have trounces upon its opponent, and ..
sible for the 0 2 Boys? This is a , been nice to see a large crowd for a leave Air Supply to playing just
college. Most of us do not listen to change at one of our football that-air!
·
"adult contemporary" music. games. The Beach Boys concert
When I'm ready to have my 2.3 last year looked like the beginning
Carsten Basile· •
children and drive a BMW, I might of a great tradition at UCF. Once
Marketing
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CAMPUS LITE

by Scott

•
economy kit includes two
(one per ear) custom
fitted sound hampering
devices i.e. cotton balls.

•shades not included. balloons may need some assembly...
possibly.

2. SCOTT'S BEST

This kit will keep you .
rocking and rollirig while ~
the rest are put to sleep "
by the soft clamor of Air.
Supply. Kit includes tape
player, headphones, and ll
a cassette of your favorite group.*
*SORRY, Pia Zadora is not available.

3. FOR THE DARING FEW

To keep yourself entertained during the
concert try this brainteaser. Can you tell
the difference between one Air Supply
song and another?
SAMPLE CHECKLIST
0 Lost In LOVE.

D Even

The Knights Are Better

0 -Making LOVE Out'a Nothing

0

SCORING
~@J)A:~: Good job!ll

....l~s-· Don't worry, you still
may be able to lead a
normal life.
::5.fJ~t Seek help quickly .
l~f BEWARE! You may
become hopelesly
infatuated with anything
that moves!lll

.

All Out of LpVE

D And many more with the
word LOVE in the title

ORDER NOW

t Air Supply i~ C?~ing
• Our supply 1s hm1ted

There's a probleni.if you or sonieone you know:

D

SttOW.S Ffl.EQ.UE.fl'I'

D

~fll':S

,..0001,,£SS, lrrlf1Hion
e1ncl anger, without"
apparent cause.

TO ·eoP£
Cw1th preosure& of scJ,ool,
hfeJ or e.sc:ape. from
problems.

J~
l

D

:-r\

.ffA.S PtfYSICAL
eDMPLAlflT.S relating

to alcohol use, such

fatigue., weJght

ti
cha~,

D

D

l,S lrUUfl.E.P (.serious¥
enough io re.quire.
me.cite.al attention> t i
a re.suit of clrinltJng. ·

·o

while into>c.tcate.cl.

~

to

tt-e point of

lntoxlc.atton.

D

D

~fll'S

,..Ofl.E. AflO

ac.He.ve. the. ·
same. e..ffe.e.t.

~<>P-E. io

~
D

£~£11.aEllCf.6

BLAUCOUTS or loss
of memory.

GE.TS lfl Tfl.OUSU.
the. law t i a
result·of clrinltJng.
... ' ,,,

. v.11ff.,

'A-:.

~

~~
~YES

om.fl

~,.1'6

£.]~

C@ · *~

D
D

PElllE..S -Hie possibility
of a clrinltJng problem.

1
~~~ t1
p.Q.af.S· ()fl A&.eOtlOL
often io relieve patn,
tension, etc.

~~ ri~~ ·
It."? ? ~

The best thing you can do for yourself is to admit that help is needed and get it right away~
The best thing you can do for a friend is to talk about the problem and then see that he or she gets help.

B.A.C.C.H.U.S. MEETS 3:00 MONDAY, SEPT. 21st AGENDA: MTV COMMERCIAL
..

Tau Kappa Epsllon
_
lntramurals have flnally begun ... Schedules for all teams .will be posted at the
table. Anchor Splash Is Sept. 26. Tailgate
party. 4:30 at the Quad ... Go Knights!
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Big Brother-Llttle Brother Retreat leaving
Fri. 18th at 3:00 p.m. and6:00 p.m. from the
Housel ClermontTriathlori Sun 20th, meet
at 6:00 a.m. at the Housel Free food.
drinks. and T-shirts.
Alpha Tau Omega
GO TAUS! A-Team vs PKA game today GO
KNIGHTS! Party aftergame Sat. Congratulations to Greg. Bill. Mike. Scott. Dave. and
Greg B. Pledges! -Get psyched for an
OURTAGEOUS semester!
Zeta Tau Alpha
Our second home game Is coming up this
weekend! Go knights! See you all at the
game. Don'tfor@tthe I1KA pre and ~t
party at the quaa. Who's you big sister?
Kappa Sigma
Send all football run donations to:
3400 Rouse Rd.
Orlando, Fl 32817
or call 657-7449
We support UCF. How about you?

UCF Role-Playlng Club
Wemeetonthe lstFloorof Phllllp'sHallRM
# l 04 on Fridays at 6 p.m. present games
are: AD&D, 4sing our campaign play
design. traveller, rolemaster by l.C.E. and
Paranoia

Condo to share: Near UCF $250/month
half utll ask for Mike 7-6 p.m. 657-1140.
Newly married Incoming MBA student
seeks affordable housing by Oct. 12 CALL:
(MD) 301-944-2279 after 8:00 p.m.
Female roommate wanted NONSMOKER
neat semi-serious to share 2br-2 1/2 bth
apt best location call 277-0493 ask for
Monica
Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
share my 3bdrm 2bath home in Wlnter
Springs $275, references 695-8775 leave

'76 Granadq good condition SlCXXl or
best offer 843-2169 after 5:00 p.m.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all RTV. film, journalism. and
communication majors. gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resourees lecture room.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U·repalr).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Pool home Wlnter Springs 4br 1.5 bath
landscpd, patio, cfans. car lot. fmlyrm
owner highly mtvd, low 6Cl's 327-1049.

UCF MOO DUK KWAN(TAE KWON DO
CLUB is now forming FREE COED
beginner's classes. Classes are'being held
Mon and Wed nights in the MPR in the
Education Bldg. Call Louis at 331-7415 or
Kevin at 281-8492.
Black Student Union
BSU. elections Sept 17 & 18. interested In
running pl~k up packet at BSU SC Room
225 watch for dates of candidate forms
for m~xe info stop by or call the BSU @
x2450 or x282 l.

Dear Mike.
Can I place my classified ad In the
nude?
Confused Student

Complete !Mng rm set & kitchen table.
Good cond. $275. MUST SELL! 345-7218 (84) or 249-<XXXJ (after 5) .
Small Refrigerator-like new, brown, 1.6
cu. ft. $75 call 281-7573.
Government Homes from Sl .00 ·u Repair". Also tax delinquent property call
805-644-9533 Ext. 160 for Info.
'81 Tercel, 5 sp .. cold air. stereo cass ..
tinted, mint (4pm-10pm) 352-7913.

Professional Word Processing

*

*

Fitness equipment gravlty guidance systems and inversion boots $100 or best offer
call Helen at 275-2352

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Wlnter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

Waterbed for sale - Queen size includes:
3 sets sheets, frame. pad mattress. heater.
liner 677-0787.

TYPING. fast. accurat~. reasonable. Close
to campus. Call Berny 282-4168.

Royal Electric Typewriter $50
Liton microwave oven $150
Cali 678-9706 evenings
Excellent VW 83 Rabbit 5speed air stereo
PS SOK miles only $3500 OBO call IVAD 6580976 leave message.
~or sale Pink Floyd Tickets Oct 30 show call
740-6753.

JOBE WATER SKIS JOB WATER SKISlll
Many many different kinds. Very unbelievably cheap. Most new, never used.
Call Soon to get very good deal. Call John
at 658-4652.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential seNlces and general anesthesia. 898-o921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Handy man 4 hrs a week or more $5 hr In
Oviedo work on rental houses may
choose you own hours 365-3648 evenings.
Earn Shundreds weekly$ in your spare
time. United Services of America Is looldng
for home-workers to perform mall services.
incentive programs available. For information send large self addressed
stamped envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy .. Suite #306. Valencia. CA
91355.
Excellent income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307.
Micro-computer Instructor part-time must
know DOS Also lotus or dBase or WS2CXXl
331-2840 flex hrs.
After-school day care needed for 2 children ages 11 &9,2:30-6:30p.m. Mon-Frl. 10
min from campus, transportation and references required 841-5211 (8-5)
·
Have 15 minutes beforeyour9:30TRclass?
A handicapped student needs some help
before class and will pay 5 bucks/hour.
OthElf times too. Call Frlts after 4 p.m. at
628-5932.
Baby-sitter. Part-time of live In non-smoker,
must drive. car Is provided 657-2935 Tuscawllla & Red Bug Rd.

Typing/Wordprocessing. Numbers and
tables no problem. Resumes and cover
letter designs welcomed. Pick up service
from UCF. Let's get that work done
quickly. Call 679-1294.

STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. Insured Plan. Orlando 273-3263.
Financial aid for college is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available!
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex ..33. VISA/MC or COD

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

Large 2 bdrm 1 bath adjacent to UCF
Washer/dryer, quiet. immed available
$400/mo. Call 830-9966.

Pl Kappa Alpha
Pikes. warm-up for Southern Gent's Ball . Duplex tor rent 2bdrm/2bath fully
equipped l mile from UCF call Barry 260with Southern Gent's Drunk Fri night.
1793.
Rememoor, pre and post game social
with the lovely ZTAs at the quad. Yes.
Room for rent. $150.00 monthly plus utilipledges are welcome too. Pick up your
ties. Call 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 365-5796.
canes Monday morning. Football gave
today vs. ATO.

Part time rental agent needed for small
apt. community. Please apply at 5951
Curry Ford Rd. #101

LIMOUSINE service ($35/hr, min 2 hr.) • on
IOc. photo & video • also need drivers 2936664.
.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A. Abie Typing Is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Cail about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Over 16,700 satisfied students and 4 grouches - 671-3002.

Lost-Border Collie.mostly . black with
white stripe on head & chest. 70 lb. male,
long hair. answers to ·Freddie·. REWARD.
273-9550 ask for Fred Burnett
Lost one Seiko divers watch, black nylon
and velcro band If found please call Russ
at 277-9292 evenings.

Melbourne/Satellite Beach area to UCF
MWF 9-1. Call Renea 777-3768.

Get Help before too late. from an expert in
physics, calculus, algebra, trig. ·intro l /2
hr. no cost" 293-6664.
Tutoring avallabl~ for all classes over 10 yrs -;
experience call 645-1858.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types ofstude11tdocuments. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed- 657-0J79
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.

Read the Clcissifieds in the Nudel
For information on how place a classified ad, .
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

Attn Complex ho 12238:
Don't you have anything better to do?
Get a job or find a man-or both.
Signed: Concerned
Monica.
Here's that ad I've been telling you about.
I got furniture on an already maxed VISA
card. How much longer do you want me
to go; I can write a book.
"'
Love, Paul

Dear confused,
Yes, but placing a classified ad in The
Central Florida Future will get you
more exposure.
Mike

~;:;; :::::: :::;:;::::;:;:::,:;:;:;:,::.,:·:.:,.:::: ::::·:: :·:::::::;:::;:,::::::::::::·:·::::: :·::;::.: ::::::~~~~
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To Begin With,
you could be ellglble to earn a
two-year Air Force RCYI'C

How?

Not everyone qualifies for a
a<:holarshlp. If you don't, you can
still coµipete for the Two-Year
Program and receive $100 per
month while enrolled.

You must have two full years of
undergraduate classes rema1ning as
of August 1988.

If I Don't Apply Now,
W'ill I Have A Chance

When Do I Apply?

Later?

scholarship and a commission as a
second lieutenant In the United
States Air Force

11112) [Jiii
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What If I Don't Qualify
For A Scholarship?

NOW! - for entry In August 1988.
We are currently seeking young
men and women majoring ln
non-technical, sclenu.ftc,
technlcaL engineering, nursing or
pre-medical fields, or those who
qualify for pilot, navigator or
missile training. You must call
(305) 275-2264 for an
appointment to take the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQ11.

When Will The Actual
Selections Be Made?
All categories will meet a
selection board this fill! and
wtnter.

It takes 8 -10 months to process the
appllcation, so If you mlss the
appltcatlon period, It means you will
have to wait another full year tD apply.

What If rm Not Sme Of
My Particular Situation,
But Am Interested?

Contact Caplaln W!Uts at (305)
275-2264, or stop by our offices at the
University of Central F1or1da Fine Arts
Building. Room 214 for more detalle · without obligation.
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

•

touched the 'ball, and more than 23 yards on
kickoffs.
Then there's senior fullback Mike Onari who
complemented Clark with an average of more
than five yards a carry.
Elon quarterback CraigTaylor completed 51
percent of his passes last year. His favorite
target, flanker Jay Simmons, hauled in 26
passes for nearly 11 yards a catch.
Defensively, the Fightin' Christians will be
tough to run on. A stubborn Elon defense
yielded only three yards a carry to opponents
last year. The secondary is listed as a questionable part of Elon's defense.
·
·
That · may be to UCFs advantage. The
Knights didn't exactly beat Bethune-Cookman
with their running game. And even though the
passing attack wasn't as good as it could have
been against B-CC, wideout Bernard Ford and
quarterback Darin Slack should hook up often
on that weak secondary.
Plus, UCFs "Knightmare" defense returns
strong to try and stop Elon's running game.
Game time is 7 p.m.

by Scott Wallin
SPORTS EDITOR

The Fightin' Christians are coming to town
Saturday night to play football with UCF.
But don't let the name fool you. The Fightin'
.- Christians of Elon College pack a powerful
punch. Elon, an NAIA Division I school (remember NAIA Wofford from homecoming last
. year?), won't be a slouch opponent for UCF. In
fact, UCF coach Gene McDowell is at no loss for
compliments about Elon.
"Elon is an outstanding team," McDowell
said. "They are a perennial power in NAIA
Division I. They've got the best back we've
played against since I've been here. They're a
wen balanced team with a great defense."
• How do they compare to Wofford?
"They're (Elon) better. A lot better. They beat
the stew out of them last time they played."
Now that we got that out of the way, let's see
what makes the Fightin' Christians click.
Elon is coming off an 8-21986 season and has
19 starters returning from that squad. Elon's
•1osses were by a total of eight points. The rushing game looks to pave-the way for coach Macky
Carden and his host of Fightin' Christians.
~ Junior tailback Dwayne Clark rushed for
nearly 1,500 yards and scored 20 touchdowns.
He averaged more than six yards every time he

•••

Fans ofUCF footban are welcome to view the
re-run of UCF: Our Home Team Monday night
at the Wild Pizza on campus at 8:15 p.m. The
show, featuring UCF coach Gene McDowell and
WFYV-Channel 9's Pat Clarke, will follow the
presentation Qf Saturday night's most valuable
offensive and defensive UCF players.

or die situation, and we must win both
games this weekend."
The Lady. Knights will also host
California Berkeley (1-0) Friday at 4
p.m. Berkeley al'so made the post season tournament last year.
"We're risking losing our chance to
go to post season play," Rudy said.
"Both teams are going to make or
break our whole season," Carter said.
"If we lose this weekend, we're probably finished."

by Scott Broden

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Knights' soccer team will
get a chance to avenge the University of
Cincinnati this weekend, the team that
kept UCF out of the NCAA playoffs la~t
year.
The. Lady Knights, 1-3, will host
Cincinnati Saturday at 4 p.m. at UCF's
St. Claire field.

by Scott Wallin
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF linebacker Craig Perkins sure has done his
share of walking. Make that walking-on.
Perkins went from a University ofFlorida walk-on
to a UCF walk-on. Now at UCF, Perkins is walking
tall.
.
After graduating from Jupiter High in 1983, Perkins' shot of playing college football was lost in the
shuffle with the hiring of a new coach who failed to
send game films of Perkins to interested colleges.
An interested UF coach, aware of Perkins and his
famous Gator brother, told him to walk-on.
The Perkins name was wen known around Gator
Country from brother Chris, who was a kicker for four

FOOTBALL
NCAA TOP 10 - DIVISION II
·

f&.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(Week of September 13. 1987)
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LAST WfEK I RfCORp

SOUTH DAKOTA
TEXAS A&I
UNIV. CENTRAL FLORIDA
WEsr CHESTER
NORTHERN MICHIGAN
PORTLAND STATE (ORE.)
UNIV. CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
ALBANY STATE (GA)
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
NORTH DAKOTA STATE

2 / 2-0-0
3 I 2-0-0
5 / 1-0-0
6 /2-0-0
- I 2-0-0
• 7 / 2-0-0
4 / 0-0-0
8 / 1-0-0
- / 1-0-0
l / 0-1-0
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years. But at UF, the younger Perkins was more of
a number than a player.
"They (the coaches) told me to keep going," Perkins
said, "and that in my junior and senior years, I'd get
some playing time. But being a red-shirt freshman
took too much time from schooL"
So Perkins packed his bags south and arrived on
UCFs doorstep.
"I just walked in one day (Jan. '86) and talked to
McDowell," said Perkins, who occassionally still
sports his diamond-filled 1985 Southeastern Conference championship ring. "He said to come out and
play spring ball."
Aft.er sitting out a year because of transferring,
Perkins got his chance by twist of fate in the '86
spring intrasquad game. The twist occurred to linebacker Jim~y Goodman, who injured his ankle be-
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fore the game. Perkins
filled in for his first true
shot of impressing the
coaches.
"I did good in the spring
game and the coaches
noticed me," Perkins said.
And that was just the
beginning. Perkins has
climbed to second on the
depth chart behind both
starting linehackers,
G>odman and Mike Coad.
Craig Perkins
At 6-3, 215, Perkins plays
with a fierce desire on the field. But McDowell feels
that ferocity can be enhanced simply with a weight
training program.
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It's tough ·keeping ·up
with Doctor David Jones
by Robert Donald

•

He has researched parapsychologtcal methodology
and participated in his own
double-blind experiments
with psychics. studied under
authentic martial arts masters. and was adopted by a
revered Indian medicine
woman who was said to be
able to raise the dead.
He is Dr. David Jones.
professor of anthropology at
UCF. As diverse as the subject_he teaches, Jones is an
author. host of the "Blues
Show" on WUCF-FM, a Karate instructor. and plays
with the local rock group
"Terraplane." He continually
strives to define and embody
that which is the human
experience while encouraging his students to reach
their full potential.
In the classroom. Jones'
hypnotic eloquence serves as
- a vehicle for cerebral sojourns into other worlds. To
impart a greater sense of
humanity with a broader
scope of understanding to
his students. Jones paints
vivid scenarios of life in other
lands. From arctic Eskimos
to African zulus, he draws
from various cultures to
convey concepts such as
moral relativism and ethnocentrism.
A recipient of the Fulbright
Research and Lecture Grant,
Jones will be leaving UCF in
April for one year to teach
American studies at two universities in Japan. Interested
in Asian culture as a teenager and having studied
under two martial arts masters. Jones currently holds a
third degree black belt in
Aikido, a second degree

black belt in Shorinji Ryu
Karatedo, is an instructor in
Yang stye Taichicuan and
teaches children's Karate._ In
an extensive interview Jones
commented on children and
the martial arts.
"One of the reasons I teach
children Karate is because I
feel that many children 'in
our society have loneliness,
its something I sense. something I respond to, a need for
stability, a need for some sort
of direction that helps them
control themselves, a need
for a hero. I think about teenage suicide, drug addiction,
domestic violence, abandonment of children, physical
and psychological abuse of
children, the emptiness of
children. I'd Uke to be some
sort of kid's CaptainAvenger
to save the children. So
teaching Karate is my little
piece of the solution, a little
heroic scenario about honor,
strength, control and concentration."
Jones' interest in children
also seived as a catalyst
which sparked his relationship with one of the last of the
.living traditional Comanche
shamans and the subject of
his first book, Sanapia:
Comanche
Medicine
Woman.
As a field researcher for
the American Indian Insti-

tute Oral History Project at
the University of Oklahoma,
Jones befriended ShayShay, a young Comanche
boy for whom Jones became
a big brother. Gradually, he
gained the acceptance of the
boy's guardian and grandmother, Sanapia, who likened Jones to a ..good Comanche Uncle."
Eventually,
Sanapia

adopted Jones and revealed
to him her position as "Eagle
Doctor" or Comanche medi- ·
cine woman. Realizing the
need to preseive her craft for
future generations Sanapia
instructed Jones in the esoteric techniques of Comanche shamanism with the
agreement that he would relay the tnformation to her
grandson Shay-Shay when
he grew up.
One of the more intriguing
aspects of Sanapia's "medicine way" was casually retold by Jones: "If you came to
Sanapia with a broken arm
or a fever, she would set your
arm or give you something
for the fever. But the real
jazzy stuff would come when
you would say 'I can't get my
thoughts together, I have
nightmares or trouble sleeping. I can't eat anything and I
ache all over. I don't want to
work, I'm in bad shape,· that
kind of thing.
"She would usually take
you alone to her tepee out on
Photo by Tun McGuire
the prairie for about eight Dr. David Jones, professor of Anthropology at UCF, show~ his
days and regress you, make versatilHy in his office
·
you into a baby and she'd_
become your mother. Now calls on the sun, the eagle, undocumented.
Thus,
you are all alone with this big her ancestors and even Je- Jones' work stands alone as
woman and she says 'take off sus. 'Pity me. Pityme, answer representation of certain
your clothes and get in bed. my prayers; and her prayers- cultural aspects of Native
Don't wony about anything, are for you. So here you are, Americans which is rapidly .
I'll take care of you.' So you a poor wretch whose stom- fading away.
just lie down and she comes ach hurts and is plagued
The three years spent with
and feeds you and sings with nightmares. and now Sanapia prepared Jones for
the Cosmic Mother is talking even more mystical experiComan~he lullabies to you.
Then she rebuilds you, re- to the powers of the universe ences he would have with
socializing you in the Co- on your behalf.?'
psychic Albert Bowes in
manche way, rebuilding you,
In Sanapia: Comanche Cassadega. Fla.
·as she says, 'in health and Medicine Woman. Jones not
During their first encounspirit.'
only provides a portrait of a ter, Albert Bowes accurately
"Early in the morning she powerlul and charismatic provided Jones with descriptakes you outside and facing Comanche shaman, but he tive information concerning
the sunrise with hands also uncovers the nature of his family and a friend who ·
raised she invokes every Comanche beliefs and pracpower she knows of. She tices which were previously
SEE JONES PAGE 2

Photos by Robert Donald

Dr. David Jones appears at Uncle Sam's Pub with his band "Terraplane.· "Terraplane" will be appearing
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at Uncle Sam's again on Oct. l, 2 and 3.
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Jazz Fest returns with big acts
by Dave Schlenker

It's back! The mega-event
that packed 80,000 hot and
· sweaty people around the
urban banks of Lake Eola
last year will be back in
Orlando on Sept.18, 19. and

"We are more of a jazz type
of thing," explains percussionist Johnny Mort. He tags
the music style as "cultural
fusion."
As far as background,
Hiroshima has to be the most
interesting band playing in

Cortez and Brad Cole), do
things a bit differently. Take
the name for instance.·
"We are all third generation Japanese," Mort continues. "All of us we're born and
raised near. or after, the
bombing of Hiroshima."

20.

Orlando Jazz Fest '87
makes its second annual
appearance with over 38
hours of top-rank entertain. ment. The fun, frolic. and
festivities . begin at Barnett
Plaza's Festival Friday Celebration with a free concert
featuring Jacqueline Jones
and the Ladies of Jazz. The
show starts at noon on
Sept.IS.
Friday evening will bring
everybody's favorite mellowman, Lou Rawls. Rawls will
be presented at the Radisson
Plaza Hotel at $100 per
ticket; this "black-tie optional dinner," with the Great
Chefs of New Orleai:is, will go
to benefit H.E.A.T. (Help End
Abuse Today).
·
On the same evening, the
ensemble Hiroshhna will be
playing across the Expressway from Lou at the Bob Carr
Auditorium. This band,
based in LA, will dazzle you
with culture and originality.

Photo Courtesy of Jazz ·Fest 'Erl

Hiroshima, the progressive ensemble, will be playing at the
Orlando Jazz Fest on September 18.

Orlando on this· banner
weekend. The members,
consisting of Dan Kuramoto,
June Kuramoto, Mori,
Danny Yamamoto, and Barbara Long (assisted by Dean

The band started in 1975,
and has just completed a
third video for their new album Go. They plan to play
the other major cities in the
Sunshine State after leaving

Downtown Orlando.
..We do have a following of
individuality." Mort modestly
concluded. Hiroshima will
start the "fusion" at 8 p.m. on
the Bob Carr stage.
The fun Just doesn't stop
there. The outdoor portion of
the festival begins Saturday
at the Ben White Raceway,
located on the comer of Lee
Road and U.S. 441. At 10:30
a.m. the gates open to a
montage of music featuring
Stanley Turrentine, Tito
Puente and his Latin Orchestra, and the one and only
Fats Domino. Herbie Han-·
cock and Jean Carne will
appear in separate Orlando
clubs that evening as well.
Sunday concludesihe festival at the Raceway. as
countless bands will continue to entertain, while
countless booths will provide
food, drink, and other assorted items of amusement.
Headliners to appear Sunday
include Marlena Shaw,
-Charlie Byrd and the Guitar
Greats, Miles Davis, and
back by public demand and
their own request- Spyro
Gyra.
For ticket and other general information call 6600858.

U.S. should use football as foreign policy
by Paul Price

going to pay for them? More importantly, will . fans at Wembly Stadium
No this isn't the sports page, and-yes.
leave them in the stands, and can we get
them to bring Grandma to a place that
I guess I am kind of serious. For as ~ong
formedy had as much appeal to fami.as I've been in this country one thing has
impressed me aboutAmericans, and the
lies as a small war. Where do you find
American way of life. Sports in general, with the help offrlends and the brewer- twenty tons of ice, and one thousand
towels in Auckland?
and football in particular. Nowhere else ies of America, I learned.
But these are problems that can be
in the world is so much care and planSo this is the plan. We'll form the
ning put into events held with such International Football League, consist- solved in the American way, and maybe
regularify. Over here sports are rela- ing of American teams to start. Let's we can have some of Ollie's slush fund
tively safe, both on and off the field. This face it. what's the difference between too. This is, after all foreign policy, and
gives me no lead in to foreign policy, but flying a team from New York to L.A, and doesnl that have a legal budget?
humor me, ok?
Once we get the initial bugs ironed
New York to Munich. The U.K. has
America has a problem with foreign already hosted NFL teams. and is out, it will be time to sell franchises to
policy, namely, where do we get one? Is primed for more. They still talk of the individual cities, the only prerequisite
it possible that there is a better way to Refrigerator with awe in the pubs and being the building of American style
win friends and influence people in the laundromats of London, and as a by- stadiums. I can see it now. the Munich
world today. Damn right, and its called product sales of Budweiser and all Maulers (not much imagination, but a
football.
things American have skyrocketed. terribly efficient running game), BrisWait, I hear you say, what about Just think of the potential market for bane Bombers (decked out in Fosters
baseball! No, no, no my friends. How can Gatorade. Australia is just a drop kick Colors), and the London Pubbers (deswe win the · hearts and minds of the away, although I see potential prob- tined to be Americas first real competipeople of the world when our kids are lems here as they have a partlc.u larly tion).
constantly being beaten by those little awesome game themselves.
With a sched1:1le set up and games
leaguers from Korea. It may be
Other possible converts are the New televised all over the globe, it will only be
America's pastime, but football is more Zealanders, West Germans, and the a question of time before the rest of the
exclusively American, and a blast to Irish. The Japanese would be right in world joins in. We'll do more for Amerwatch.
there realizing that they wouldn't be ica and the way it's viewed overseas
When I first came to this country able to field a team of their own until with a football game or than all the
"American" football was a blur of very they've put a couple of hundred Sumo politicians who ever threw out a basebig guys doing really -weird things to a wrestlers on the Beverly Hills diet. Us- ball. and besides, can you imagine
ball that was the wrong shape. It looked ·ing these countries as a nucleus we World Superbowl I?
like a rugby pall, but they threw it for- play a full season of football to educate
Now I'm really peeved . I write a
ward instead ofbackwards. They had 11 the masses. The biggest problems are column, spend literally minutes thinkmen on the field- I could deal with going to be logistics, stadiums and the ing about the possibUities involved and
that-- but they would insist on swap- re-education of the fans. Since Ameri- then. whllst watching Sims get creamed
ping players around with bewildering can fans .are used to sitting down at a on Monday night football, some peasspeed. A team for offense, another for game. seats·will have to be installed at ant informs me there wUl be an Internadefense and others that did "special" stadiums aronnd the world. How much tional Football Leauge with teams in
things. However, I applied myself and do fifty thousand seats cost and who is the U.S , Canad.a and U.K. WeUfine!
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..I keep seeing a woman
psychics. Using rigid safeguards to prevent trickery or looking out of the cabin,
slight of hand, the experi- looking out of a window. This
had given him the ring which ments provided amazing re- could have been the back
he was wearing. As an an- sults. From psychic impres- window of a ship. I_see it like
thropologist Jones wondered sions of randomly selected that. She could have been
if Bowes could provide accu- artifacts Bowes provided Italian or an Indian or somerate information concerning supplementary information thing. Dark-skinned a little
archaeological artifacts anq concerning the historical bit. She feels very, very sad.
their original owners. Thus background from which the She wore rough clothing."
Bowes, through his psythe concept for Jones' second objects were excavated. With
book, Visions In Time.
no data concerning their ori- chic impressions. caught a
Jones conducted a series gin Bowes arrived at these glhnpse of the French exof double-blind experiments impressions about the crude plorer Rene Laudonniere's
with Bowes and three other and ambiguous objects.
ship and the mistress he had

aboard it. From the crude
sketches Bowes made of his
impressions, of the ship, a
pistol and a uniform, experts
were able to confirm them as
those of the French explorers
around the early 1500s.
In Jones' third and upcoming book, The Teachers,
he directs his attention to a
cross-cultural study in education. Jones hypothesizes
that "there is a basic, social,

SEE BOOK PAGE 4

Calendar
• CMC THEATRE
The Civic Theatre's 1987-88
season will open with Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas on Sept. 18
and will run through Oct. 4. This
rompin' stompin' extravaganza,
set to an energetic C&W music
score, received raves on both
Broadway and the big screen.
Best Utt.le Whorehouse will appear on the Edyth Bush Theatre
stage at the Civic Theatre Complex: in Loch Haven Park on Sept.
18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 & 30
(Matinee), Oct l, 2, 3, and ·4
(Matinee). Sunday Matinees are
8 p.m., all other performances
are at 2 p.m. Tickets are $12 for
Friday and Saturday performance and $11 for all others. Student (age 21 and under) tickets
are $8 for all shows. To resexve
seats, call the Civic Theatre at
896-7365. .
The Civic Theatre will hold
auditions for its November production of Noises off at the Civic
Theatre Complex in Loch ·Haven
. Park on Sept. 21. Needed for the ·
cast are two women, ages 35-50;
two women, ages 20-35; two
men, ages 40-60; one man, age
35-40; and two men, ages 25-35.
An ability to speak with an English accent is required. Auditions
will begin at 7:30 p.m. call 8967365 for an appointment.

•MAITLAND ART
The Maitland Art Center will
open a photography exhibition,
"Teacher's Pets," on Sept 27.
This exhibition will continue
until Oct 25. The exhibition was
organized to express the Art
Center's pride in the outstanding
educational opportunity the
Mteacher," Robert Eginton, has
offered students durtng his fourteen years as photography instructor at the Maitland Art
Center. The Art Center is also
proud of the artistic accomplishments of the "Teacher's Pets"
chosen by Egtnton for this exhibition. The Maitland Center is
located at 231 W. Packwood Ave.
in Maitland. The gallery and
grounds are open to the public
daily. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. Monday 1brough Friday
and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. Call 645-2181 for
information.

...

• TAMPA THEATRE
Season and sertes tickets are
now on sale at the Tampa Theatre Box Office for the Tampa
Film Club's 1987-88 movie season. The F1hn Club's tenth season includes, for the first time,
individual sertes devoted to specific film genres, such as foreign
films, mainstream releases and
Hollywood classics. Overall, the
Film Club will present about 100
movies during the season, which
runs from Oct 1 through Sept.
30, 1988. Each of the Three sertes Mlnternational Cinema" on
Friday nights, "The Best of the
Silverscreen" on S~turday
nights, and MSundays at Seven"
on Sunday evenings-will present over 30 films throughout the
year. Sertes memberships to any
one of the three series are $20
and entitle members to free
admission to all films in the sertes, free refills on popcorn and
soft drinks, and a voice in future
Film Club selections. For information call 813-223-8286.
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- Takei predicts good blast off for new Trek
by Logan Belle

•

There are many forms- of
entertainment in the universe. One of them is going to
a Star Trek convention. If
some alien from another
planet, just visiting of
course, were to . drop in on
one of these things, what do
you think he would describe
it as? Well, I'm sure the alien
would be curious as to why
so many people dress .up in
strange costumes and try
their hardest to look like they
are from Betelguise 7.
On the weekend of Sept. 5
there was a Star Trek convention at the Holiday Inn on
International Drive. The special guest for the ev~nt was
Ensign Hikaru Sulu himself,
George Takei. I had the
unique opportunity to talk
with Takei about the u pcoming new series Star Trek: The
Next Generation, and his feelings on the Star Trek phenomena.
Takei seemed to enjoy
himself at the gathering. He
did everything from re-enacting his role as Sul u in an
audience version of a Star
Trek scene to playing Vanna
White in a Trek trivia version
ofWheel of Fortune. Later, he ·
talked to the audience.
He discussed the forms
that Star Trek has taken

REPORTERS

•

through the years. It went
from a live action television
show to an animated series,
to books and novelizations,
and to the current movie
·craze. He said fan support
has made Star Trek what it is
today, a legend. Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home grossed
$130 million. That's a lot of
fan support.
He believes that the new
series is going to be a huge
success. Even though he
hasn't seen any preview episodes, he feels the success of
the show will rest in the original sertes' creator, Gene
Roddenbeny. Takei credits
the success of the original
series to Gene's creativity.
Many of the original Writers
for that series will be returning to contribute ·scripts to _
the new show.
"I think it's going to be a
show where we will all be
Photo Courtesy of Paramount Pictures
confident that it Will be a
good show," says Takei. "Al- The Star Trek craze started with the origin9I crew of the starship Enterprise and will continue with
though I think the term Star a new series, and with an all new cast. beginning Oct. 3.
Trek, albeit the Next Genera- to be one of the most friendly call close!
busy and rest assured he Will
tion is artificially pasted on." of the Star Trek cast. I asked
So, what's Takei up to be recreating the Sulu role in
Takei feels that even him how well he got along when he's not being Sulu.
though he has no doubt of With the other members of Well, he is head of a Los Star Trek V. So as we wait
the success of the series, he the cast. "I am close to cer- Angeles theater company with him for the premier of
does feel it should be called tainmembersofthecast."He which produces class·ic the new series all we can do is
Star Trek. " The title invites considers Lenard Nimoy a plays. Soon, he plans to leave sit back and watch the origicomparison," he says. "It close friend along with Mark the country to begin filming nal Star Trek and hope that
isn't the Star Trek that every- Lenard and Walter Koenig. · on a sequel to Bridge Over the Next Generation will
continue to go where no man
one is used to."
He's even dated Nichelle the River Kwat.
has
gone before. Live long
Many fans consider Takei Nichols. Now that's what I
Takei is keeping himself and Prosper.
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Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central
Florida Future.
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or to discuss any free press issue, call the First Amendment Center at 1-800-542-1600.

FREE PHONES!
Student Government has made _available FREE _S~~dent Phon~s
Take Advantage of the Courte~y Phones
for all of Your Local Calls
LOCATIONS
Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
·
.
~
Administration Bldg.••••••••••••••• !st & 2nd Floors
~·:~.· · ,,_~ Education Building .
~

Student Services.Building •••••·••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••~••••••••••••••••••••• .Near Lab
Engineering Building ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center • •••••••••••••••Across from Knight's Den Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
. ~iology Building •••••••••••••••••••_••••• 2nd Floor Lounge
Libr8:ry ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~nd & 3rd Floors
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-He's still singing of America .
by Steve J •.Pustelnyk
John

~ugar

Jubilee

Mellencamp; The I.pnesome

·

Produced by John Mellencamp and Don
Gehman.
The Lonesome Jubilee . is John (Cougar)
Mellencamp's sbcth album for Polygram and
this time the company released the album
with unparalleled splendor.

'The song .. Empty Hands" describes the life
of an unemployed man:
·
In the s1la4ows of the smokestacks/
Through the black snow that lay on the land/
Walked home one winter momtng/ With my
life's savings in my hand.

· Though Mellencamp's .lyrics can never
touch those of Dylan or Springsteen and the
other great rock poets, he does have an
incredible vision of life in the Midwest.
His picturesque descriptions of the common man and common problems probe the
deepest conscience of the nation.
The oddly titled "Hotdogs and Hamburgers" draws on the feelings expressed between
a Native American (Indian) and the character
who meets her in the the song. It is an
awkward situation in which a man deals with
'the reality of how the American Indian.was
treated by the United States.
The character feels ashamed of" ... the way
the West was really won, .. and at the end of
the song kneels down and asks the Lord for
forgiveness, "Forgive us. for we know not
what we do."
·
The classic song of the album, obviously
not the single, "Paper arid Fire," is "We are the
People." ·
.
"We are the People, .. is song ofhope amidst
the despair of the apply titled "Lonesome
Jubilee.~ It speaks of hope for all.Americans.

Mellencamp debuted the album for record
company executives on a boom-box he had in
his L.A hotel room. He noted he wanted to
"play it the way the kids would hear it ...
The executives loved it and decided
Mellencamp's track record warranted a major sales campaign. The company sent out
pre-release promo posters and ran various
trade publication ads in an effort to promote
Mellencamp, who sold over three million
copies of his 1985 Scarecrow album.
The LonesomeJubUeeis a stylish follow-up
to Scarecrow. Many of the trademark Mellencamp characteristics are still evident. But
If you are one of the homeless I May our
new sounds were added to the album. Fiddle thoughts be with_you/ If you are scared and
and Banjo are among some of the newly alone/ You know our thoughts are with you/
incorporated instruments Mellencamp is If you are one ofthefortunate ones/ We all
using.
know it's lonely up there/ We understand that
The album is unique. combining the usual nobody's got it made/ So our thoughts are
with you.
·
ho~etown Bloomington, Ind., lyrics with a
sound that borders on country. The rocking
The song speaks for everyone. It has a
guitar and heavy drums are still present, but catchy chorus like that of "We are the.World"
the addition of fiddle has altered the album's and is one of the highlights of The Lonesome
sound tremendously.
JubUee.
The album is hard-edged, just as
Certainly not Mellencamp's finest work,
Mellencamp's three previous albums have The Lonesome Jubilee is perhaps his least
been. The lyrics are often filled with commercial and most interesting album to
Mellencamp's decrepit vision of life in small date. It is an album worth getting, especially
for Mellencamp fans.
town America.
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SAMURAI
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JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

I

3911 East Colonial Drive, Or call 896-9696
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------------------ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehersal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya 'fyail
275-0841
WELCOME
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PROFESSORS!!!·
USE
BOOK FROM PAGE 2
human type. universally
found in all cultures, an instructor of humanity that is
called "'The Teacher."
To Jones, teaching is more
than a profession, it is a way
of life. The glue that holds
society together, the way in
which culture is transmitted.
To convey this feeling he cites
an old Chinese saying in the·
opening of his book:
"Thank the Gods for creating you
Thank your parents for

r~aring

you everything else."
There is also a musical
side to Jones, a Blues side.
As host of "'The Blues Show"
on WUCF-FM, Sunday
nights at 8 p.m., Jones delivers commentary on the music that he plays. His deep
voice and laid-back style
recount' the case histories of
legendary blues .a rtists such
as Robert Johnson, John Lee
Hooker, and Muddy Waters.
An accomplished blues
man himself. having learned
to play at the feet of an old
black street musician named
Blind Thomas before the

advent of rock 'n' roll, Jones
played in bars and at parties
while putting himself
through college.
Occasionally, he'll play an
original composition of his
own over the air. Full of infectious blues riffs caressed by
his bottleneck slide, echoing
from an old box guitar,
Jones' respect for the blues is
evident. His show is one not
to be missed. Jones can also
be heard with his local rock
band "Terraplane" Oct. 1, 2
and 3 at Uncle Sam's Pub.
His books are available
through the UCF Bookstore.
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LUNCH BUFFET

sun: 1-10

All-You Can Eat• 11-2 Mon.-Fri .

. $2.95 .
Pi.zieria 1{.istorante
University Square
Univ. Blvd at 15-A

couPoN

671 • 4172
couPoN

Large
16"· · · 16"- ·
· · Pizza
·
·
1 Large
1
1 ·Square
Pizza
1 on Iy $9•99 1 only $5.99 1
1 Dine-In or Pick-Up 1
I
save $4.46
lone coupon per customerl one coupon per aistomerl

Includes: Pasta, Pizza, Soup, Breadsticks & Salad Bar

Dinner Buffet
Tuesday + Thursday Night 5-8

$3 • 95

FREE DELIVERY

671 • 4172
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Present A Polished Paper

TERM PAPERS
$1.00 - $1.50 per Page
(double spaced • 10 pitch)

Call us for all of your
typing needs and
receive a 25% discount.

·275-6455
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